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by briefresumes of the definitions,formulas,and theorems.The hints occupy
58 pages, and the complete solutions occupy 141 pages.
and integralcalculus of real functions
The subject matteris the differential
of one real variable, with a small amount of material on convergence of sequences and infiniteseries. This problembook and the text which it is intended
to accompany can be highly recommended for referenceuse by teachers of
calculus. These books should be readily accessible in college libraries for the
benefitof interestedundergraduates.
ANGUS E. TAYLOR, Universityof California,Los Angeles
Rounding Errors in Algebraic Processes. By J. H. Wilkinson. Prentice-Hall,
Englewood Cliffs,N. J., 1964. vi+161 pp., $6.00.
This book, as does Dr. Wilkinson'sworkin recentyears, stands almost alone
in the analysis of round offerrorsarising in digital computations dealing with
polynomialsand matrices. It should be required reading forall numericalanalystsand a particularsource book of insightand illustrationforthose who would
carry on in research.
Dr. Wilkinson develops, primarily,the so-called 'backward analysis" of
round offerrorsin which rigorous(determinate) errorbounds are derived. The
backward analysis technique,as the name suggests,attempts to deduce bounds
on perturbationsof input data which,with perfectoperations,could have produced the rounded numericalresults.Then, the round offerrorscan be bounded
by resultsof a sensitivityanalysis. In his words, "Suppose we have shown that
a practical (i.e. digital) eigenvalue technique gives, for the eigenvalues of
(matrix) A, the exact eigenvalues of some A +E and that we can give bounds
forthe elements of E. Then to complete the analysis we must give bounds for
the effectof the perturbationmatrixE on the eigenvalues of A." (The method
of "forwardanalysis," in contrast, attempts to bound accumulated round off
errorsin termsof bounds on the local round offerrorsthat arise at each arithmetic step. This method has been used in studying numerical solutions for
differentialequations most effectively,e.g., in Peter Henrici, Discrete Variable
Methodsin OrdinaryDifferentialEquations, Wiley, 1962).
The book contains threechapters,entitled 1) The Fundamental Arithmetic
Operations, 2) Computations Involving Polynomials,3) Matrix Computations.
There are literallyscores of separate analyses for differentproblems and subproblemsfaced by a numericalanalyst in gettingpractical insightsand results
forcomputation. Dr. Wilkinsonexhibits an unusual capability for "asking the
rightquestions" in a most difficulttopic.
Chapter 1 contains preliminaryconcepts and definitions;erroranalyses for
fixed, floating,and block floatingpoint computation, dealing with repeated
additions, repeated multiplicationand inner products. It concludes with a discussion of the concept of an ill-conditionedcomputingproblemand its relation
to round offerrors. In brief,ill-conditionedproblems have solutions which are
highly sensitive to initial data. If a subproblem is ill-conditioned,round off
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errorsintroducedinto it (throughprevious computation) will be greatlyamplifiedin the solution of the subproblem (which may then become initial data for
furthercomputation).
Chapter 2 containserroranalyses forthe evaluation of truncatedpowerseries
and polynomials,a discussion of the condition of zeros of polynomials and a
series of erroranalyses on zero findingproceduresincludingthe methods of Bisection, Newton, Polynomial Deflation, Root Squaring, and Bairstow. All of
these methodsinvolve recursiveprocedureswhich,with perfectoperations,are
independent,in theirregionsofconvergence,of initial values, and are, therefore,
selfcorrecting.Notwithstandingthese properties,however,the accuracy of such
a recursivemethodis not necessarilycomparable to the accuracy of an iteration
because of round offand ill conditioningproblems.
Chapter 3 is especially noteworthyand divided into two main parts, one
dealing with solvinglinear systemsand invertingmatrices,the otherwitheigenvalue computations.The firstpart includes a discussion of matrixnorms; error
analyses of matrixmultiplicationand vector orthogonalization,Then the condition of a linear systemis discussed and the method of Gaussian eliminationand
variants are analyzed forsolving linear systemsand invertingmatricesin a sequence of subanalyses. These subanalyses consider the reduction of linear
systems to triangularform,solving triangularlinear systems (with both single
and double precision inner product operations), a discussion of left and right
numerical inverses (they are surprisinglyinterchangeable), an analysis of
Cholesky's method for invertingpositive definitematrices and its generalization, and finallythe use of an approximate inversein an iterative procedure.
The remainderof Chapter 3 considerseigenvalue computations. The condition of eigenvalues is discussed,and then methodsof estimatingthe accuracy of
a proposed eigenvalue and eigenvectorare developed. An erroranalysis forthe
calculation of eigenvectorsof a tri-diagonalmatrix with known eigenvalues is
given (this handles the generalcase withknownreductions). Finally, an analysis
of the determinationof eigenvalues of a lower Hessenbergmatrixby the method
of Hyman is given.
Dr. Wilkinsonis a very clear writerand has supplied a profusionof numerical examples worked out in decimal arithmetic.The work is accessible, with
some diligence,to almost any level of background expected in a practicingnumerical analyst. And, as indicated above, the rewards will merit the diligence
required. Much of the material of this book has been taken fromnotes and
papers prepared separately and the organization and some repetitionshows in
this. This is not all deficit,however,because the various analyses can be studied
almost independentlyonce a fewbasic ideas are grasped fromthe firstchapter.
HARLAN D. MILLS, International Business Machines Corp.
Interpolationand Approximation.By Philip J. Davis. Blaisdell, New York, 1963.
x+393 pp. $12.50.
The author is well known for his work in interpolationand approximation

